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SECTION I

INTRODUCTION

On August 17, 1959, the United States Atomic Energy Commission, through
the New York Operations Office, issued Contract No. AT (30-1)-2t1 to
Kaiser Engineers for the "Study of Remote Military Power Applications".
The study is essentially an economic evaluation of the construction and
operation of nuclear power plants at several designated military instal-
lations, where increased power generating capabilities of 5 to ho mwe
may be required by the Government for the period 1963 through 1970.

Upon initiation of the study, information was obtained from the Atomic
Energy Commission and the Department of Defense concerning those mili-
tary installations for which an analysis of the cost of nuclear power
was desired. After an evaluation of the economic factors involved,
certain sites were eliminated from further consideration.

A Super Sage installation, the location of which is classified, was
one of the sites selected for further study. Power requirements for
this installation were established at 3,200 iw of firm power in 1963.

In this report will be found a description of the proposed nuclear
power plant to be completed in 1963, together with concept drawings,
construction cost estimate, design and construction schedule,
operating, maintenance and fuel costs. For comparison purposes, a
comparable conventional diesel power plant was selected, the concepts
and costs of which are also included.

This is Report No. 7 of a series of reports completed under Contract
No. AT (30-1)-211. The completed study comprises a Summary Report,
a Selection of Applicable Reactor Concepts Report, and a number of
site reports.
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SECTION II

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

Super Sage is an Air Force "hardened" installation consisting of under-
ground chambers tunneled into a mountain in the Rocky Mountains area.
The proposed power plant will supply electric power for normal opera-
tion and also be capable of furnishing power during emergency periods.
Criteria established by the Air Force requires continuous operation of
the power plant for a period of 5 days following a nuclear attack (Ref. 1).

The power requirements established by the Air Force are:

Firm Power 3,200 kw

To meet these requirements a proposed nuclear power plant consisting
of an SM-2 pressurized water reactor with a turbine-generator system
capable of generating 6,000 kw (gross) during normal operation was
chosen. In addition, a diesel engine driven stand-by plant is pro-
posed (Section III B). During normal operation cooling water for the
condensers is supplied from cooling towers located outside the under-
ground facilities. During emergency operation, make-up and cooling
water will be supplied from underground reservoirs.

For comparison purposes, a conventional power plant consisting of six
800 kw diesel engine generators was selected (Section III B). The
concept for the proposed power plants contemplates installation in a
tunnel chamber adjacent to other Super Sage underground facilities-

Since the proposed conventional power plant is to be compared with the
nuclear power plant consideration was given to the cost of providing
the additional tunnel area required by the nuclear power plant which
is in excess of that basic area required by the conventional power
plant. Accordingly, the nuclear power plant estimate of construction
cost includes cost for the additional tunnel area required. However,
neither power plant estimate includes tunneling cost for the basic
tunnel area.

General arrangement and outline drawings have been prepared for both
nuclear and conventional power plants to permit the preparation of
reasonable and comparable estimates of construction costs. Sections
IV and V of this report present facility descriptions and estimates
of cost for the nuclear and conventional power plants. These costs
are summarized in Table 1, page 4.

- 2-
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The project schedule for the nuclear power plant covers a 25-month
period from initiation of the project to the date of initial power
production. This schedule is predicated on procurement of the turbine-
generator and the nuclear reactor prior to completion of design engineer-
ing. Construction can be started after completion of design engineering.

The project schedule for the conventional power plant covers a 23-month
period from initiation of the project to the date of initial power
production.

A summary of the nuclear and conventional power plant data is shown
in Table 2, page 5.

-3-
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TABLE I

L>TIMATED CONSTRUCTION AND OPERATING COSTS

Estimated Construction Costs

Total Construction Cost
Escalation through 1963

Total Including Escalation
Design Engineering

Total Excluding Contingency
Contingency

Total Project Cost

Nuclear
Power Plant

$6,891,000
409,000

$7,300,000
530,000

$7,530,000
870,000

,700,000

Conventional
Power Plant

$3,135,000
185,o0

$3,320,000
170,000

$3,790,000
310 000

$3,7O00

Estimated Annual and Unit Power Costs

Nuclear Power Plant
Average
Annual
Cost

Fixed Charges (1)
Operating and
Maintenance (2)

Nuclear Fuel (3)
Fuel Oil (5)

Total Cost

Unit Cost
in mills (4)
per kwhr

$ 435,000 15.5

235,000 8.14
388,000 13.9
17,000 _0.6

$1,075,000 38.4

Conventional Power Plant
Average

Annual
Cost

$190,000

126,000

331, 000

$6147, 000

Unit Cost
in mills(
per kwhr

6.8

11.8

23.1

NOTE: (1) Based on 20-year plant life equivalent to 5% of the total project

cost. No interest on investment has been included.

(2) Excludes interest on cost of fuel oil in storage, interest on
spare parts, nuclear indemnity insurance, other insurance and
taxes.

(3) Excludes nuclear fuel use charge.

(y.) Unit power cost is based on 100% of firm power
to 28,000,000 net kilowatt hours per year.

(5) Based on 1959 commercial rates plus an average
the life of the plant.

demand equivalent

escalation over

-14
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TABLE 2

SUMMARY OF POWER PLANT DATA

Nuclear
Power Plant

Conventional
Power Plant

1. Over-all Performance

Type of reactor/conventional
power source

No. of reactors
No. of turbine-generators/

diesel engine generators

Electrical capability
Gross
Net

Turbine steam
Flow
Pressure
Temperature

Feed water return temperature

2_ Reactor Characteristics

Pressurized water re-
actor

1
1

6,000 kw
S,)00 kw

Diesel-engine driven
generators

6

1,,800 kw
3,200 kw (Firm)

83,000 lb/hr
600 psia4860 F (saturated)

3390 F

Fuel Assembly

Fuel material
Initial enrichment
Weight of fuel in the core
Fuel burnup at discharge
Cladding material
No. of stationary assemblies

No. of "control-rod-
followers"

Control rods
Number
Control material

Reactor vessel
Internal diameter
Internal height
Material

U02 in stainless steel matrix
90+% U-235
36.2 kg, U-235
38.8%
Stainless steel
38

7

7
Europium

)4 in.
12 ft 5 in.
Stainless steel

CMPAN
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TABLE 2 (Cont'd)

Nuclear
Power Plant

Conventional
Power Plant

3. Containment Vessel

Over-all height
Diameter

4. Turbine -Generator
Characteristics

Number
Type
Gross capability

(l} in. Hg abs)
Generator coolant
Generator voltage

1
3,600 rpm single casing

6,000 kw
Air
2,400/4,160 v

5. Condensers

Number
Type
Condensing surface
Pressure (at 100% capability

and 75O F cooling water)

6. Stand-by Power

Type of unit

Number of units
Electrical capability

(per unit)
Type of fuel

7. Diesel Engine Generator
Characteristics

1
Two pass, divided water box
9,000 sq ft

12 in. Hg abs

Diesel-engine generator

4

1,100 kw
No. 2 diesel oil

Number
Type
Rating
Generator voltage

6
Heavy duty
800 kw
2, 400/4,160v

-6-
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SECTION III

GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS

A. Power Requirements

The criteria for power for Super Sage have been established by the
Air Force as follows: (Ref. 1).

Power Demand

Firm power 3,200 kw

Power Quality

1. The deviation factor of line-to-line voltage at zero
load and balanced 4/h rated load at 0.80 power factor
shall not exceed 2%.

2. The rms of all harmonics shall be less than 2%, with
any one harmonic less than 0.75% at full rated load.

3. The plant shall be capable of limiting voltage fluctu-
ations to within 2% between 10% and 120% of rated load,
when subjected to an instantaneous load change of 30%
of rated capacity at 0.80 power factor.

Li. The recovery time from initiation of the transient to
steady state conditions shall not exceed 1.5 seconds.

5. Under steady state conditions, the plant shall limit
frequency fluctuations to 10.25% and voltage fluctuations
to 0.5%.

6. Distribution to be at 4,160 v, 3-phase, 60 cycles.

Super Sage is a completely self-sustaining isolated facility and
must function at all times. Such a facility is absolutely dependent
on the continued operation of its power system under all foreseeable
conditions. Reliability of power generation is, therefore, the
prime requisite in the design of the proposed power plant. It is
further required that the power plant be capable of operation for
a period of 5 days following a nuclear attack, with above-ground
facilities completely destroyed, and only ventilation and combus-
tion air being admitted to the facility.

-7-
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B. Proposed Generating Facilities

The criteria for power outlined on page 7 require that excess
generating capacity be provided, together with complete automatic
controls and instrumentation, and that selected power plant com-
ponents conform to the system precision power requirements and
reliability.

The requirement for full operation during a 5-day period following
a nuclear attack requires that the power plant operate independently
of outside facilities, and that a reserve supply of make-up and
cooling water and fuel be stored underground. It is assumed that
ventilation air will be furnished by the ventilation system supply-
ing air to the other underground Super Sage facilities. Provision
for combustion air supply, and discharge of exhaust gases and waste
steam to the outside will be included in the proposed power plant
designs.

Selection of Nuclear Power Plant

The power plant requirement for Super Sage calls for a power output
with 3,200 kw of firm power capability. Diesel units will be in-
stalled as stand-by for the proposed nuclear power plant. At a plant
where scheduled stand-by use is infrequent, it is usually more
economical to install a conventional stand-by plant rather than a
nuclear stand-by plant because of the lower capital costs of con-
ventional equipment.

Selection of the nuclear steam supply system for the Super Sage
power plant was developed from two preliminary tasks comprising
the first phase of this study. These tasks involved (1) a techni-
cal and economic review of all known reactor types to eliminate
those concepts considered unsuitable to the Super Sage application,
and (2) final selection of the reactor concept.

The technical and economic review is summarized in a separate report
(Ref. 2), and concludes that for operation in 1963 the pressurized
water reactor (pwr) and boiling water reactors (bwr) are the most
suitable.

The selection of a specific reactor required the determination of
available nuclear power reactor designs of either the bwr or pwr
type which could be reasonably adapted to the Super Sage conditions.
The nuclear manufacturers furnishing such information include all
current pwr and bwr system suppliers. Because of the requirement
for operation in 1963, it is not reasonable to contemplate the

- 8-
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development of new reactor designs. Rather, it is intended to rely
primarily on existing reactor designs, making such modifications
as are necessary to fit the subject application.

The United States Atomic Energy Commission and the Department of
Defense are jointly financing the development and design of an
approximately 7,000 kw pressurized water reactor power plant, which

has been designated the SM-2. This plant is a scaled-up and im-
proved version of the SM-1 (formerly APPR-1) plant presently oper-
ating at Fort Belvoir, Virginia. Responsibility for the develop-
ment and the design effort, estimated at approximately $3,500,000
has been assigned to Alco Products, Inc., and is to be completed
by June, 1960, with detailed plans and specifications for the entire
plant.

An estimated construction cost for this plant at a U.S. site is
approximately 2I,000,000, excluding design and development costs.
This construction cost is substantially less than any costs re-
ceived from other nuclear manufacturers for the reactors in the
5,000 to 7,000 kwe range. One of the primary reasons for the
higher cost of plants using commercial designs in the 5 to 7 mw
range, compared with the SM-2, is that the former contain sub-
stantial suns for design, development and testing. For the
SM-2, these costs are being absorbed in the present development
program.

In addition to its low cost, the SM-2 is being designed to meet a
very high standard of reliability (infrequent power outages), and
is capable of accommodating rapid load changes with only minor
fluctuations in generated voltage and frequency, even without
control rod motion. The low capital cost, plus the high degree
of reliability, make the SM-2 reactor the best choice for install-
ation at Super Sage in 1963.

The firm power requirement for Super Sage is less than 5,000 kw,
whereas the SM-2 has a net capability of approximately 7,000 kw,
using a 7,500 kw (gross) turbine-generator. It is, therefore,
proposed to install a 6,000 kw (gross) turbine-generator, but use
the reactor and other primary system components unchanged from
the SM-2 design.

For the Super Sage application, one of the basic requirements of
the nuclear power generating system is that it must be capable of
meeting at least the firm power load during an emergency 5-day
period when access to the outside is interrupted, and outside
utilities are inoperable. During this emergency period the
turbine-generator will be operated as a back pressure unit, with
steam discharging to the atmosphere. The turbine will be designed
to pass the full quantity of steam which the reactor plant is de-
signed to produce, approximately 10,000 lb/hr, when the turbine
exhaust back pressure is 15 psia. The net power capability for
the reactor-turbine-generator unit with this steam flow and con-
denser pressure is approximately 4,000 kw.

-9-
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A separate underground reservoir will be installed to provide a
source of make-up water for the system, and as a heat sink for
the turbine auxiliaries or the diesel generator stand-by plant
during the emergency period.

Selection of the Conventional Power Plant

A report recently prepared for the Corps of Engineers (Ref. 3)
includes design, operating and cost analyses for conventional
power plants for remote military applications. This report sets
forth the relative merits of multiple unit power plants using
diesel engines, gas turbines, and steam turbines as prime movers,
and demonstrates that for power demand and quality requirements
similar to those of Super Sage facility, the diesel engine prime
mover is the most economical of the three types.

In general, minimum over-all capital and operating costs result
with the use of the largest size power generating units consistent
with the system power demand and spare generating facilities re-
quired. Larger units show a small improvement in efficiency, but
the primary savings are in a lower capital cost per unit of capacity
and some reduction in operating and maintenance costs.

The requirement for reliability (continuity) of power service,
however, dictates the use of multiple generating units, with
excess capacity in the form of spare units. Maximum system
simplicity, which is a measure of system reliability, results
when the smallest number of machines is used to meet the power
requirements. Continuity of service is also improved if the
design provides for the planned use of a hot spare. Therefore,
the proposed plant contemplates the installation of two spare
units over and above those required to meet normal load require-
ments; that is, one hot and one cold spare. For these reasons the
proposed conventional power plant will consist of six 800 kw diesel
engine generators. This installation will meet the power require-
ments as follows:

Firm Power Demand 3,200 kw - 4 units operating;
1 hot spare and
1 cold spare

During normal operation engine jacket cooling will be provided by
an ebullient cooling system, utilizing air-cooled condensers lo-
cated outside the underground facilities. Cooling water for
engine lube oil and auxiliaries cooling will be circulated in a
closed circuit through secondary coils in the air-cooled condensers.

During emergency operation steam from the engine jacket ebullient
cooling system will be vented to the atmosphere through the engine
exhaust gas shafts . Make-up water will be supplied from the

auxiliaries cooling water system. A controlled quantity of hot

- 10 -
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water from the auxiliaries cooling water system, after leaving
the turbo-charger, will be wasted to the Super Sage waste disposal
system. A controlled flow of make-up water from the underground
reservoir will then be added to the system to mix with and cool
the recirculating water.

- 11 -
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C. Site Information

Super Sage is an Air Force operated military installation, which
for the purposes of this study has been assumed to be located in
the Rocky Mountains area of the United States, with site charac-
teristics similar to those of NORAD (Ref. h).

The installation will be "hardened" (Ref. 1) and is assumed to be
comprised of a number of interconnected tunnels and galleries
excavated in sound rock, as described in the NORAD concept report
(Ref. 5). The Super Sage facility is assumed to be completely
self-sufficient and capable of operation for a period of at least
5 days following a nuclear attack.

It has been assumed that the power plant galleries will be part
of the overall Super Sage installation, and that access to the
power plant area will be through an existing tunnel system.
Since the proposed conventional power plant is to be compared
with the nuclear power plant consideration was given to the cost
of providing the additional tunnel area required by the nuclear
power plant which is in excess of that basic area required by
the conventional power plant. Accordingly, the nuclear power
plant estimate of construction cost includes cost for the addition-
al tunnel area required. However, neither power plant estimate
includes tunneling cost for the basic tunnel area.

The assumed site characteristics considered in design -of the
nuclear and conventional power plants are as follows:

Geology

The Super Sage facility is located in a dome-shaped mountain with
a peak elevation of 9,500 ft. The country rock is igneous in
nature, being part of an extensive and now exposed batholitic
structure. The area is in a granite zone and is characteristically
steep and rugged.

Seismology

The site location is in an area of zero seismic probability.

Climatology

The climate is typical of Rocky Mountains region, with average
weather conditions as follows:

Mean annual temperature 490 F
Mean annual relative humidity 48%
Average yearly rainfall 114 in.
Mean wind velocity 11 mph
Prevailing wind direction NNE

- 12 -
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Temperature extremes are -300 F and 1000 F; however, normal tem-

peratures range from 190 F in the winter to 85O F in the summer.

Hydrology

The mountain in which the Super Sage installation is located is
characterized by steeply sloping sides, with a relatively small
area at the crest, thus providing little area for water storage.
Accordingly, percolation of ground water into the tunnels and

galleries will not be of great consequence.

Population

Civilian population in the area is about 70,000 with a city of
50,000 population 15 miles from the Super Sage site. An existing
U. S. Government military reservation is located approximately
5 miles from the site.

Accessability

The nearby population center is located on a good highway and rail-
road network, with connecting roads and spur tracks to the military
reservation 5 miles from the Super Sage site.

- 13 -
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D. Construction Considerations

Construction of the proposed power plants for the Super Sage
installation will not encounter any unusual problems other than
is normally experienced in an area with a relatively limited labor
supply. It has ben assumed that an adequate supply of electric
power and water will be available from the Super Sage facility
during construction of the power plant, and that access roads to
the site and the main tunnel system will have been completed prior
to construction of the power plant.

For the purpose of estimating construction costs, Denver area
construction labor rates, including fringe benefits, have been
utilized:

Craft Hourly Rate

Carpenter $3.50
Brick Mason 3.90
Millwright 3.65
Cement Finisher 3.44
Electrician 4.10
Ironworker 3.49
Laborer 2.25
Painter 3.15
Pipefitter 3.90
Truck Driver 2.80

It is anticipated that the distance between the site location and
the nearest population center will require payment of a subsis-
tence allowance to construction workers. The average subsistence
allowance is $5.00 per man per day worked.

Construction materials and supplies are readily available in the
nearby population center and may be delivered directly to the rail-
road spur at the military reservation 5 miles from the site location.

- 14 -
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SECTION IV

PROPOSED NUCLEAR POWER PLANT

A. General Description

The proposed Super Sage nuclear power plant will consist of one
SM-2 reactor and turbine-generator system capable of generating
6,000 kw (gross) during normal operation. Generator voltage will
be 2,400/1,160 volts. A stand-by diesel engine power plant con-
sisting of four 1,100 kw (gross) diesel generators will be pro-
vided.

A comprehensive description of the SM-2 nuclear power plant
design can be found in Ref. 6, 7, 8, and 9. The description and
cost estimate which follow are based on these references, plus
subsequent design changes established by the SM-2 contractor,
Alco Products, Inc., up to September 1, 1959.

The SM-2 reactor will be a fully enriched U-235 fueled, pressurized
water reactor (light water moderated and cooled) capable of pro-
ducing 28 mw of thermal power in a core consisting of 38 fixed
fuel elements and 7 control-rod-follower elements. The reactor
will operate at a pressure of 2,000 psia.

The fuel elements will consist of an assembly of plates, each
plate consisting of a matrix of highly enriched U02 dispersed in
stainless steel, and clad with stainless steel. The control rods
will consist of europium-bearing "poison sections" mounted on top
of uranium-bearing "follower" sections. The core of the reactor
will be supported by a fixed bottom grid and removable top grid,
and will contain flop dividers (baffles) and stainless steel re-
flectors, which in turn will be supported by the stainless steel
pressure vessel. The coolant will enter the vessel near the
bottom of the core, past upward through the peripheral fuel
elements, downward through the reflector region, upward through
the center region of the core, thence out of the vessel.

The coolant will enter the pressure vessel at 5000 F and leave at
about 520 F. The coolant will give up its heat to the secondary
steam on the shell side of a vertical U-tube heat exchanger, and
be pumped back to the reactor by a canned motor pump operated at
8,000 gpm at 116 ft TDH. An electrically heated pressurizer will
control the system pressure and act as a surge tank for sudden
primary system pressure changes. The pressurizer level will be
used to control the primary make-up pumps and primary system
blowdown flow. The normal primary system blowdown flow of 5 gpm
will be taken from the steam generator. This flow will be cooled
in a heat exchanger and will be piped to the waste storage tank
or up to the purification system.

- 15 -
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The relative positions of the pump, heat exchanger and reactor
will be such that natural circulation of the coolant will occur
with locked or powerless pumps, and such that the reactor core
will be covered with water if the heat exchanger is drained.

The input to the purification system will be from the primary
blowdown cooler and the control rod drive seal system. The demin-
eralizers will be mixed-bed ion exchangers for removal of impurities
and corrosion products. Theoutput of the demineralizers will be
filtered to remove any resin material carried over, and will then
be stored in the primary make-up tank. Hydrogen gas will be dis-
solved in the primary coolant water to suppress radiolytic decom-
position and remove any oxygen from solution. Hydrogen will be
added by maintaining a 5 psi hydrogen pressure within the primary
make-up tank. Variable speed positive displacement make-up pumps
will return water to the primary system as required and will main-
tain the water seal for the control rods.

A 5,000 gal stainless steel radioactive waste storage tank will be
provided.

Two shafts extending to the surface will be utilized for venting
the containment vessel and waste tank gases to the outside. The
maximum flow to the shafts from the ventilation fan will be approx-
imately 2,300 cfm.

Shielding will be provided inside the containment vessel to allow
limited access within one-half hour after reactor shutdown and 40
hours per week access 24 hours after shutdown. This shielding will
be provided by 10 concentric steel sleeves, about 2 in. thick,
spaced one inch apart in a tank of water. There will be approx-
imately 10 ft of water over the top of the reactor vessel. This
primary shielding will be cooled by a cooling water system provided
for cooling components within the containment vessel.

Secondary shielding, provided by a 2 ft thick concrete wall between
the containment vessel and the main tunnel, will allow h0 hours
per week access at the secondary shield surface during normal oper-
ation. It also serves to reduce the dose rate from a maximum cred-
ible accident to about one roentgen per hour, which allows a rea-
sonable length of time for emergency operations required to provide
temporary shielding necessary to operate the stand-by power plant
without exceeding the maximum weekly dose.

Reactor system containment will be provided by a carbon steel cylin-
drical containment vessel, 24 ft in diameter by 63 ft high. The
containment vessel will be isolated during normal operation. Access
into the containment vessel will be provided by a 6 ft personnel
and equipment airlock.

- 16 -
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Spent fuel will be discharged during reactor shutdown by removing
individual spent fuel elements from the reactor vessel with the
top flange of the reactor vessel removed. Spent fuel elements will
be ejected into a discharge tube, which will penetrate the contain-
ment vessel wall and the secondary shielding to the bottom of the
spent fuel pit located below the tunnel floor adjacent to the con-
tainment shell. A hopper will accept the spent fuel elements from
the discharge tube. The spent fuel elements will then be moved. to
a vertical position, so they may be removed from the hopper from
above and placed in the spent fuel pit storage racks.

Te proposed power plant will be located within a section of the
Super Sage tunnel system, approximately 172 ft long, 45 ft wide,
and 50 ft high. The turbine-generator, condenser, auxiliary equip-
ment, the stand-by diesel engine power plant, and shop and storage
space will be located on the first floor. A mezzanine at one end
will provide space for the control room, office, and health physics
laboratory. A second floor over the diesel engine section will
provide space for the electrical switchgear and miscellaneous power
plant equipment. The first floor will be elevated about 6 ft above
the tunnel floor to allow space for plant piping and Super Sage
utilities.

Tne containment vessel enclosing the reactor and primary system
components will be located within a lateral tunnel, 29 ft wide and
34 ft long, excavated from the wall of the main tunnel. The natural
rock will serve to shield the reactor on three sides. A 2 ft thick
reinforced concrete wall will be constructed between the reactor
vessel and the main tunnel to provide required radiation shielding.
A storage tank area within the tunnel network will provide space
for two fuel oil storage tanks sized to furnish a 5-day supply of
fuel for the stand-by plant. A fuel oil pump station and storage
tanks for a 30-day supply of fuel oil will be located outside, ad-
jacent to the entrance to the main access tunnel. A 2-million gal
reservoir, located within the hardened facility, will furnish cool-
ing water and make-up water to the power plant in the event the
normal cooling system is destroyed.

During normal operation, plant water will be supplied by the Super
Sage water system. A three-cell cooling tower, water treatment
building, and pump house will be located adjacent to the north
portal of the main access tunnel. The pumps will circulate con-
denser and service cooling water from the cooling tower basins to
the power plant.

In the event that the cooling tower system should be destroyed,
the turbine will be operated as a noncondensing unit exhausting
to the atmosphere. The turbine, operating noncondensing at a
back pressure of approximately 15 psia and passing 103,500 lb/hr
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of saturated steam, will generate in excess of the firm power
requirement of 3,200 kw (net). During the period of emergency
operation, plant cooling water will be supplied from the reservoir
within the hardened facility. A portion of the plant cooling water,
after circulating through the plant cooling system, will be used
as feed-water make-up. This water will be sprayed into the con-
denser for partial deaeration and preheating. The exhaust steam
will be passed through a steam separator and discharged to the
atmosphere through one of the two vent shafts. Cooling water in
excess of the make-up requirements will be discharged to the main
access tunnel. The emergency reservoir capacity has been based
on a 5-day emergency operation of the reactor turbine-generator
system at h mwe (net).

Diesel engine combustion air, for operation of the stand-by power
plant, will be conveyed by a ducting system from the main access
tunnel to the plant area. Engine exhaust will be discharged to
the outside through the two vent shafts. Each diesel engine will
be provided with an ebullient jacket water cooling system, a steam
separator and a water cooled condenser. This condenser cooling
water will be supplied from the cooling tower basins. During
emergency operation, steam produced by the ebullient jacket water
cooling system will be discharged to the outside through the vent
shafts. Capacity of the emergency reservoir is adequate for the
cooling water requirements of the stand-by diesel engine generator
plant during the 5-day emergency period.

EMisting Super Sage domestic water, sewage system, and toilet
facilities will be utilized by plant operating personnel.

Plant fire protection will be provided by a sprinkler system,
installed in accordance with N.B.F.U. requirements. Outside fire
protection for the cooling tower and oil storage area will consist
of a booster pump supplying water to strategically located hydrants.

Access roads will be constructed to the two vent shaft exits, the
cooling tower area and the oil storage tanks. The vent shaft exits,
oil storage area and the cooling tower area will be provided with
security fencing.
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B. Basis for Project Cost Estimate

1.0 Land and Land Rights

No land or property acquisition has been included in the
estimate.

2.0 Structures and Improvements

2.1 Access Roads

Approximately 9,600 lf of 10 ft graded, unsurf aced
road will provide access to the two vent shaft exits.
Approximately 900 lf of 18 ft wide asphaltic surface
roadway, plus 150 sq yd of asphaltic paving, will be
provided to serve the cooling tower and pumping station
area and the fuel oil storage area.

2.2 General Yard Improvements

2.2.1 Site Grading

The cooling tower and pumping station and the oil
storage tank area require approximately 6,000
cu yd of common excavation and 12,000 cu yd of
compacted fill.

2.2.2 Water Supply and Outside Water Systems

It is assumed for the purpose of this study that
the plant water requirements will be supplied by
the Super Sage distribution systems, except for
the following:

Eergency cooling water systems covered
under Item 4.7.

Make-up cooling water from Super Sage supply

main, which will require 200 lf of 10 in. pipe.

Outside fire protection, which will tap off
the make-up system at the pump house. At this
point a 750 gpm booster fire pump will serve
6 nonfreezing hydrants through 900 lf of 8 in.
pipe for protection of the cooling tower and
oil storage areas.

Allowance for connection to the Super Sage
distribution system is included.
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2.2.3 Cooling Tower Foundations and Basins

The cooling tower foundations and basins will be of
reinforced concrete. The basins will be approximately
40 ft by 90 ft and 6 ft deep, with a reservoir capacity
of 160,000 gallons. Underground reinforced concrete
pipes will deliver water from these basins to the pump
suction cold well.

2.2.4 Pump House and Cold Well

The cold well will be of reinforced concrete and will
be approximately 20 ft by 20 ft and 10 ft deep. The
pump house constructed above the cold well will con-
sist of 8 in. masonry walls with precast concrete
roof slab, rigid insulation and built-up roofing.
The building will be 20 ft by 36 ft and 12 ft high
and will house the condenser circulating cooling water
pumps, the diesel engine cooling water pumps, fire
pump, electrical equipment for cooling tower fan
motors, and appurtenant equipment. A 3-ton manually
operated overhead traveling crane will service the
equipment. Space heating will be provided.

2.2.5 Water Treatment Building

The water treatment building will be adjacent to the
pump house. It will consist of' 8 in. masonry walls
with a precast concrete roof slab, rigid insulation
and built-up roofing. The building will be 20 ft
by 36 ft and 15 ft high. It will house the chlor-
inator (for algae control), chemical feeder, sulphuric
acid pump and acid drums (for pH control), and storage
space for chlorine tanks and chemicals. Space heating
will be provided.

2.2.6 Sanitary Sewage System

The proposed Super Sage facilities will be utilized
for this system.

2.2.7 Site Drainage

Drainage will be provided at all of the above ground
facilities.
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22.,8 Area Fencing

Approximately 2,000 if of 6 ft security chain
link fence will be provided for the vent shaft
exit areas, the cooling tower and pumping plant
area, and the fuel oil storage area.

2.2.9 Outdoor Lighting

Outdoor lighting will consist of general area
lighting.

2.3 Turbine-Generator Area

2.3.1 Substructure

Reinforced concrete piers anchored to the tunnel
rock floor will support the framing columns.

2.3.2 Superstructure

The power plant will be enclosed by ribbed metal
siding and roofing supported by structural steel
framing. Roof beams will support the overhead ducts
and piping. Reinforced concrete floor slabs will be
placed on steel floor beams.

2.3.3 Tunnel Ventilation

The office, control room, and health physics labora-
tory will be air-conditioned. It is assumed, for the
purpose of this report, that the Super Sage tunnel
ventilation system will provide adequate ventilation
for the power plant area.

2.3. Plumbing

It is assumed that general toilet and locker facilities
will be available in adjacent tunnel areas. A special
toilet, showers and change room will be provided in
the health physics area. In addition, special pro-
visions will be made for drains from the health
physics laboratory and showers to the hot waste tank.

Sanitary sewage will drain to a sewage lift station
and be pumped into the main sanitary sewer.
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Drainage from the clean-up demineralizers will be
pumped to the hot waste tank. Sump pumps will be
provided to discharge drainage from within the
containment vessel to the hot waste tanks.

2.3.5 Electrical

Electrical facilities will consist of lighting,
grounding, power for services, and structures support-
ing the cable trays and electrical equipment associated
with the generator's main and neutral circuits.

2.3.6 Cranes and Hoists

A 5-ton bridge crane with a 40 foot span will be pro-
vided for servicing the diesel generator area. A
10-ton monorail will be provided over the turbine
generator. A 1-ton, light duty, manual hoist will
be provided for miscellaneous service.

2.3.7 Turbine Area Tunnels

Approximately 4,200 cu yd of rock excavation will
be required for the main power plant tunnel in
excess of that required for the conventional plant
(page 12).

2.3.8 Painting

All unprotected ferrous metal surfaces will be painted.

2.4 Reactor Section

9.4.1 Substructure

The portion of the reactor containment vessel below
the first floor level will be encased in concrete,
providing a rigid support to the excavated rock sur-
face. Concrete placed inside the ellipsoidal base
of the vessel will provide a foundation for the
reactor and other primary system components. The
spent fuel pit below the first floor will be con-
structed of reinforced concrete.

2.4.2 Superstructure

A 2 ft thick reinforced concrete shield wall will
be constructed between the containment vessel and
the main tunnel. Natural rock will provide radiation
shielding on the other three sides of the reactor.
Platform, stairs and crane girder will be structural
steel.
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2.4.3 Containment Vessel Ventilation

After reactor shutdown and prior to personnel enter-
ing the containment vessel, a ventilation fan will
recirculate the air within the containment vessel
through an absolute filter to remove any particulate
matter. During this recirculation process the air
will be monitored to determine the radiation level
of suspended particulate matter and gases. Once the
safe radiation level of the air is reached, or re-
quired safety procedures are prepared, the containment
vessel may be opened and the air diverted to the vent
shafts. The ventilation fan will be sized for six
air changes per hour.

During reactor operation, a second ventilation fan
will recirculate air within the containment vessel
over a cooling coil to maintain an ambient temperature
not to exceed 1500 F.

2.4.4 Containment Vessel Electrical

Electrical facilities within the containment vessel
will consist of lighting, grounding and power for
building services.

2.4.5 Containment Vessel Crane

Equipment within the containment vessel will be
serviced by an electrically operated, 5-ton capacity,
24 ft span, polar type crane.

2.4.6 Miscellaneous Cranes

A 12-ton capacity monorail and hoist will be located
over the spent fuel pit.

2.b.7 Reactor Section Tunnel

The reactor plant and containment vessel installation
will require 2,000 cu yd of rock excavation.

2.5 Containment Structure

Design of the steel containment vessel will be based on
American Standards Association proposed Safety Code for the
Design, Fabrication, and Maintenance of Containment Structures
for Stationary Atomic Power Reactors. The containment vessel
will be fabricated from A-201-B steel plate, varying in thick-
ness from 5/8 in. to 14 in. The vessel will be a 24 ft diam
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vertical cylinder with a hemispherical head and an ellip-
soidal base. The over-all height will be 63 ft. A 6 ft
diam airlock will be provided in the vessel for personnel
access.

3.0 Reactor Plant

3.1 Reactor Plant Equipment

3.1.1 Reactor Vessel

The reactor vessel will be of Type 347 stainless
steel fabricated to ASME pressure vessel code re-
quirements for a design pressure of 2200 psi. The
vessel will have an inside length of approximately
13 ft and the inside diameter will be 41 in. A
flanged removable head will be provided in the
vessel for refueling. Stainless steel nozzles will
be supplied for steam, feed water, etc. Grid plates
will be supplied for top and bottom support of each
core.

3.1.2 Reactivity Control

Control rods will be actuated by rack-and-pinion
drive mechanisms below the core extending horizontally
through nozzles in the side pf the vessel. The cost
of the control rod absorber section is included in
the first core fabrication cost. The drives will be
individually electrically actuated.

3.1.3 Shielding

Biological shielding around the reactor vessel will
be provided by a water filled tank containing concen-
tric steel cylinders between the reactor vessel and
the shield tank walls. Missile shields will be pro-
vided as required.

3.1.4 Cooling Systems

The shield cooling system will consist of a coil
within the shielding water of the reactor. Raw water
will be pumped through the coil by the containment
vessel cooling water pump, which will supply water
to other systems described below. The containment
vessel cooling water pump will supply 120 gpm at
150 ft TDH. One stand-by pump will be provided.
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3.1.5 Moderator and Reflector

The reactor cooling water will act as moderator, and
the reflector will consist of concentric steel sleeves
and the reactor cooling water.

3.2 Heat Transfer System

3.2.1 Primary Cooling System

The primary cooling system for the reactor will con-
sist of a loop circulating demineralized water through
the reactor and the steam generator. The primary
cooling pump will have a capacity of 8,000 gpm at
116 ft TDH. A spare motor and rotor will be pro-
vided. The primary coolant pump will be cooled by
water from the containment vessel cooling water pump.
The piping of this loop will be stainless steel.

3.2.2 Steam Generator

The steam generator will consist of a shell and tube
evaporator designed to generate 103,500 lb of steam
per hour at 600 psia, with a primary coolant flow of
3,090,000 lb per hour entering at 5240 F. A secondary
blowdown cooler consisting of a shell tube heat ex-
changer with a capacity of 3 gpm of blowdown will be
provided for the reactor. Cooling water will be
supplied by the containment vessel cooling water
pump.

3.2.3 Coolant Charging and Discharging Systems

The primary make-up tank will be a 500 gallon stain-
less steel tank. Provision will be made to maintain
a hydrogen blanket on the water in the make-up tank.
The primary make-up pump will have a capacity of 1
to 10 gpm at a 2,500 psi TDH. A stand-by pump will
be provided.

Water for the primary coolant system will be supplied
from the secondary system demineralizers.

A seal leakage tank will be provided for the reactor
to collect leakage past the control rod drive seals.
The tank will be of stainless steel with a capacity
of 20 gal at a pressure of 5 psig. A seal leakage
pump will transfer seal leakage to the primary coolant
demineralizer. The pump will have a capacity of 1 gpm
at 81 ft TDH. A stand-by pump will be provided.
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The primary blowdown cooler system will consist of
a shell and tube heat exchanger cooling 5 gpm blow-
down from the reactor vessel with water from the
containment vessel cooling water pump.

3.2.4 Coolant Purification Equipment

The primary coolant demineralizer will consist of two
mixed bed demineralizers with a capacity of 6 gpm
each, with one bed acting as stand-by. A filter will
be provided between the discharge side of the demin-
eralizer system and the make-up tank.

3.2.5 Hydrogen Injection System

The hydrogen injection system will be provided for
the reactor to maintain an excess of hydrogen in the
primary coolant to reduce free oxygen.

3.2.6 Pressurizing System

The primary coolant pressurizing system will consist
of an insulated pressure vessel with a volume of
60 cu ft. Electric immersion heaters will generate
steam in the pressurizer to maintain a 2,000 psi
system pressure and will act as a cushion to absorb
pressure surges due to changes in the reactor output.

3.3 Fuel Handling and Storage Facilities

The following equipment will be supplied for the reactor for
refueling operations:

Spent fuel storage racks
Spent fuel storage pit and cooling system
Movable walkway above pit
Spent fuel transfer tube
Spent fuel transfer tube seal assembly and handling rod
Spent fuel transfer hopper
Spent fuel shipping cask
Head storage rack
Fuel Handling tools
Head removal wrenches and miscellaneous hand wrenches
Head sling
Hydraulic stud stretcher
Control rod handling tools
Retrieving tool for foreign material in the reactor
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3.45 Feed Water Supply and Treatment

Feed water supply and treatment for the steam generator
will be provided by the following systems:

Feed-water Make-up Demineralizer System

The system will consist of one mixed bed demineralizer
with a capacity of 20 gpm, a 5,000 gal aluminum con-
densate storage tank and two 20 gpm at 50 ft TDH
demineralizer feed pumps, motor driven, one operating
and one stand-by.

Hydrazine Injection System

The hydrazine injection system will consist of a
tank and an injection pump discharging into the
condensate system.

Feed-water Heating System

The feed-water heating system will include an air
ejector; inter and after condenser; one low pressure
and one intermediate pressure closed feed-water
heater. The feed water is deaerated in the condenser
hot well.

Feed-water Pumps

The steam generator will have two motor driven feed-
water pumps, each having a capacity of 180 gpm at
1,600 ft TDH, with one for operating and one for
stand-by.

3.5 Radioactive Waste Treatment and Disposal Facilities

A hot waste tank of stainless steel, 7 ft diameter and
16 ft long, will be provided for storing liquid waste. A
pump with a capacity of 10 gpm at 95 ft TDH will be pro-
vided to transfer waste liquids to the sewer or to the
feed-water make-up demineralizer system, when the activity
level permits.

Gaseous wastes will be discharged to the outside atmos-
phere through the vent shafts.

3.6 Instrumentation and Control

No special controls will be required for the SM-2 re-
actors under normal operating conditions, since the re-
actor will be capable of following any power demand at
the turbine throttle by its inherent negative temperature
coefficient.
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Control rods driven through a magnetic clutch will provide
for initial adjustment of reactor temperature (at no load),
for reactor shutdown, and for compensation due to U-235
burn-up and changes in fission product poison concentration.
There will be seven control rods located in the center pass
region of the reactor core. Under emergency conditions
when the reactor must be scrammed, the magnetic clutches
will be deenergized automatically, allowing the control
rods to fall into the reactor. Manual scram also will be
provided.

Nuclear instrumentation will be required to indicate the
nuclear performance of the reactor and to keep the reactor
within safe limits of operation. Four separate instrumen-
tation channels will be used for the reactor: start-up,
intermediate level, linear power and safety level.

The start-up channel (proportional counter and period channel)
will be used over a range of 0.01 watt to approximately
100 watts. A BF3 ion chamber with a lifting mechanism
operated from the control console will be used. A. low level
period circuit will prevent control rod withdrawal.

The intermediate level channel (Log N and period channel)
will overlap the start-up channel by about two decades.
Log N circuitry will be used to bypass the start-up channel
(after switchover), and the period circuit will prevent rod
withdrawal and initiate scram. The period scram will be
bypassed either manually or automatically during steady
state operation above about four megawatts. The sensing
element will be an uncompensated ion chamber.

The linear power measuring channel will give indication of
reactor power and perform as a part of the safety channel.
An uncompensated ion chamber will be used.

The safety level channel will consist of uncompensated ion
chambers utilizing a two-out-of-three coincidence basis to
scram the reactor at 120% of full power. A duration period
scram and rod withdrawal prevention interlocks will be used
when there are any changes in power level. Special features
of the safety channel will be a self-testing failure de-
tection and location system, ceramic connectors and borated
polyethylene shields on the chambers, magnetic amplifier
and transistor techniques for all process instruments directly
affecting plant operation, and military standard silicon
transistors for nuclear instrumentation and control. In
addition to nuclear scram, initiated as described above,
there will be set limits on primary coolant system parameters,
which will cause the reactor to be scrammed. The primary
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coolant system parameter limits will be:

High primary coolant pressure
Low primary coolant pressure
Low primary coolant flow
High primary coolant temperature
High steam pressure

Whenever the reactor is scralmed, all of the effluent lines
penetrating the containment vessel will be automatically
closed by hydraulically operated trip valves.

There will be 6 fixed remote indicating radiation monitors
to indicate high radiation levels from the main steam line,
demineralizers, vent stack, containment vessel vent, and
spent fuel pit. A pH measuring instrument with remote in-
dication will be provided to monitor the flow to the primary
coolant demineralizers. Conductivity measurements will be
indicated remotely by monitoring steam generator feed water,
secondary blowdown, and demineralizer input. Oxygen con-
tent will be indicated remotely by monitoring the steam gen-
erator feed water. Oxygen sampling stations will also be
provided.

A level recorder controller will be used to maintain a con-
stant water level in the pressurizer. High and low level
switches will be installed independent of level controller
to activate alarm circuitry. The level controller will
activate the variable speed drive on the make-up pump and
the primary blowdown flow control valve. Remote temperature
indication will be provided.

A remote temperature indicator will be provided on the primary
coolant pump to indicate bearing temperature. A remote in-
dicating ammeter and an overload cutout switch will be
provided.

Primary system blowdown from each steam generator will be
accomplished by a remote controlled blowdown valve. A
steam generator level indicator controller will transmit
a biasing signal to the three element feed-water controller.
Low and high level switches will be provided on a separate
sensing element to activate the alarm circuitry.

Secondary blowdown will be accomplished manually.

System power output will be indicated by an integrating re-
corder integrating flow and differential temperatures from
the primary system, and a direct reading mean temperature
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indicator will be provided for use in control of the system.
A primary system high pressure monitoring panel (indicator
recorder) will have high and low level switches for alarm
and scram. These will be actuated by pressure switches
monitoring containment vessel pressure, steam pressure, and
primary blowdown pressure. Other pressure switches will
be provided for the demineralizer and seal leak system.
Pressure transmitters in the steam line and feed-water line
will control the three element feed-water controller in con-
junction with the signal from the steam generator level
controller.

Differential pressure elements will be provided on demin-
eralizer filters and the spent fuel pit filter. Seal leak-
age tank, make-up tank, hot waste tank, and the condensate
storage tank will have liquid level switches, and the primary
steam and feed-water lines will have flow transmitters.

3.7 Steam, Condensate, and Feed-water Piping

The piping of the main steam, auxiliary steam, condensate,
feed-water, drip, drain and vent piping will be carbon steel.

3.8 Reactor Plant Electrical

These facilities include two 440 v,.3-phase, 60 cycle motor
control centers and the power and control wiring.

4.0 Turbine-Generator Plant

4.1 Turbine-Generator

One 3,600 rpm, single casing turbine-generator will be pro-
vided, complete with standard accessories. The turbine gen-
erator will be rated at 6,000 kw continuous capacity when
supplied with dry, saturated throttle steam at 600 psia, and
at an exhaust pressure of l in. Hg absolute. Steam for
heating feed water will be extracted from three stages of
the turbine, as shown on heat balance drawing No. 701-P.

Means for moisture extraction will be incorporated to main-
tain the moisture content of the steam in the turbine at an
acceptable percentage. The turbine will be modified, as
required, for limited 5-day operation with a maximum throttle
flow of 103,500 lb per hour at 600 psia, saturated, when
operating at a 15 psia back pressure. The net power output
under these conditions will be not less than 4,000 kw.
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The generator will be a 2,00/,160 v, 3-phase, 60 cycle
direct coupled, air-cooled unit, with a maximum capacity
of 7,500 kva at an ambient temperature of 40 0 C. The ex-
citer will be a 250 v, d-c, direct-connected unit.

4.2 Turbine-Generator Pedestal

The pedestal will be constructed of reinforced concrete
carried to a foundation mat bearing on the rock floor of
the tunnel,

4.3 Turbine Room Auxiliaries

Auxiliaries for the turbine-generator unit will include
a dirty and a clean oil storage tank and purification
system, two lube oil coolers, a duplex lube oil strainer,
and an electric immersion heater to maintain lube oil
temperature prior to start-up.

4.4 Auxiliaries Foundations

Foundations for the auxiliary equipment will be con-
structed of reinforced concrete, anchored to the first
floor slab or extended to the rock floor of the tunnel,
as required.

4.5 Steam Condenser and Auxiliaries

The steam condenser will be a two-pass, divided, water
box condenser, designed to condense 63,000 lb per hr of
saturated steam during normal full load operation of the
turbine. The condenser will be designed to maintain a
back pressure of ijin. Hg absolute when circulating
10,000 gpm of cooling water at 750 F, with an 85% cleanli-
ness factor.

The surface area of the condenser will be 9,000 sq ft.
The condenser will be designed and fitted to accept 17,000
lb per hr saturated steam from the main steam line for
start-up bypass condensing. Deaeration of the feed. water
will be accomplished in the condenser hot well. The maxi-
mum oxygen content of the condensate discharged from the
hot well will not exceed 0.01 cc per liter. Noncondensa-
bles will be removed from the condenser with a twin ele-
ment, two-stage, steam jet ejector, with inter and after
condensers. A priming ejector will be provided for start-
up.

The design of the condenser will incorporate such modifica-
tions as are required for plant operation during emergency
conditions.
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During this time the operation will be noncondensing and
the surplus steam will be discharged to the vent shafts.
A moisture separator will be provided at the steam exhaust
line which will be capable of removing 95% of the entrained
water in the exhaust steam. During an emergency condition,
approximately 8h,000 lb per hr of 1000 F water will be
sprayed into the steam space. The condensate will leave
the condenser hot well at approximately 2100 F.

4.6 Condenser and Service Water Cooling Systems

The condenser and service water cooling systems will utilize
a three cell cooling tower located near the north portal of
the access tunnel for cooling the recirculating water.
Water from the cooling tower basins will discharge into a
circulating water pump cold well. Make-up water will come
from the Super Sage supply system.

Two 11,000 gpm vertical pumps taking suction from the cold
well, one operating and one stand-by, will circulate water
through 5,500 lf of 30 in. pipe to the condenser and return
to the cooling tower. Piping is included under item 4.10.

During normal plant operation, one full capacity centrifugal
service water booster pump with a stand-by will supply cool-
ing water from the circulating water main to the turbine room
auxiliaries.

4.7 Energency Water Supply System

In the event the outside cooling towers are destroyed, a
2,000,000 gal reservoir within the tunnel area will pro-
vide demineralized service cooling water to the plant and
make-up water to the steam generator. Two 300 gpm vertical
pumps, one operating and one stand-by, will supply water
through 250 if of 6 in. pipe. The reservoir capacity is
based on a 5-day plant operation at 4,000 kw (net). The
reservoir will require approximately 15,000 cu yd of rock
tunnel excavation.

4.8 Waste Gas and Steam Exhaust System

Air vented from the containment vessel and steam exhausted
from the turbine during an emergency period will be dis-
charged to the outside through two shafts terminating at
the surface of the mountain. Each shaft, approximately
1,100 ft long and constructed on a slope of approximately
40 0 from vertical, will be sized for full exhaust flow.
The shaft portals will be located 1,500 ft apart on opposite
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sides of a ridge and will be protected against blasts by
reinforced concrete barriers and pressure protection
devices.

4.9 Instruments and Controls

The central control room will be complete with a control
benchboard, panels and instruments for the control of the
turbine-generator and reactor. Controls and instrumentation
for the reactor plant are included under item 3.6.

A local turbine supervisory instrument panel will be pro-
vided in the turbine room complete with instruments tubed
and wired to panel terminal blocks.

4.10 Turbine Plant Piping

Piping for the turbine-generator plant will include the
following piping systems:

Main steam
Extraction steam
Condensate
Feed water
Circulating water
Service water
Domestic water
Demineralized make-up water
Lube oil
Instrument air
Plant air
Sprinkler system
Emergency waste
Emergency supply system

4.11 Turbine Plant Electrical

Local lighting and control and instrumentation wiring for
the turbine-generator will lie included.

5.0 Accessory Electrical Equipment

5.1 Main Switching, Control and Protective Equipment

This equipment will include excitation equipment; generator
neutral grounding resistors; main 4.16 kv indoor metal clad
switchgear with relays; 150 mva interrupting capacity air
circuit breakers; control benchboard containing all-condition
annunciation, controls, and metering for the generator,

feeders for power distribution, and auxiliary transformers.
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5.2 Auxiliary Electrical Equipment

This will include auxiliary equipment associated with the
power generating facilities, power and control wiring. A
100 kw diesel generator will be provided for start-up
purposes.

5.3 Auxiliary Switching, Control and Protective Equipment

This equipment will include two 500 kva, 480 v indoor
metal clad unit substations with air circuit breakers and
transformers; three motor control centers, 440 v, 3-phase,
60 cycle; one 125 v d-c motor control center, and station
battery and battery chargers.

6.0 Miscellaneous Power Plant Equipment

6.1 Instrument Air System Equipment

The instrument air system equipment will include two motor
driven, carbon ring compressors, each rated for 60 scfm at
100 psig. Each compressor system will include an intake
filter, inter and after cooler, air dryer, and a receiver.

6.2 Plant Air System Equipment

The plant air system equipment will include one motor driven
air compressor rated for 140 scfm at 100 psig, complete with
intake filter, inter and after cooler, and receiver.

6.3 Intraplant Communication System

The intraplant communication system will consist of a sound
powered system with one paging master station and speakers.

6.4 Shop Equipment

Shop equipment will include a drill press, bench grinder,
welding machine, 12-inch lathe, and miscellaneous hand tools.

6.5 Laboratory Equipment

Equipment for the laboratory will include nuclear instru-
ments required for testing and sampling both nonradioactive
and radioactive liquids; a nuclear laboratory hood complete
with cup sink, utility connections, absolute filter, and
exhaust fan; and a portable vacuum sampler.
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6.6 Fire Extinguishing System

The entire power plant area will be protected by an
automatic sprinkler system. The system includes thermal
detection devices, sprinkler heads, alarms, and other
appurtenant equipment.

6.7 Fire Alarm System

The fire alarm system will include strategically located
fire call stations which on actuation will transmit a
coded signal to the Super Sage public address system.

7.0 Stand-by Diesel Generator Plant

7.1 Diesel Generators and Accessories

Each of the four diesel engine driven generators will be
rated at 1,100 kw at 8,000 ft elevation. Each diesel
engine will be a turbo-charged, single action, two or
four-cycle unit, full pressure lubricated, solid injection,
with forced lubrication to the cylinders. Accessories for
each unit will include a turbo-charger; air intake manifold;
flexible couplings; lubricating oil strainer, pump, cooler,
and service tank; fuel oil strainer, filter and booster
pump, gauge board; manual control valves; and water cooled
exhaust manifold.

The generators will be 1,380 kva, h wire, 0.8 power factor,
3-phase, 60 cycle, 2,400/4,16 0 v, with 125 v d-c, V-belt
driven exciters. The quality of the generated power will
be consistent with the system requirements.

7.2 Combustion Air Intake System

Combustion air will be conveyed by ducts from the main
access tunnel to a filter house adjacent to the power plant.
The air intake ducts will be equipped with poppet valves,
normally open, but arranged to close instantly by remote
triggering devices when actuated by the pressure resulting
from a nuclear explosion. The valves will reopen immediate-
ly following the positive phase of the blast pressure.
Filtered air will flow from the filter house to the engine
intakes via a duct header. During the short period the
poppet valves are closed, a damper located at the plenum
and actuated by excess vacuum, will open to allow combus-
tion air to be drawn from within the tunnel.
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7.3 Exhaust Gas Disposal System

The engine exhaust gas will be conveyed to an overhead
manifold which in turn will discharge into two shafts
terminating at the surface of the mountain. The vent
shafts are included under item 4.8.

7.4 Cooling System

Each diesel engine will utilize an ebullient jacket water
cooling system which will include a combination steam
separator and make-up water tank complete with level con-
trol, and a steam-to-water heat exchanger. Two 2,200 gpm
at 75 ft TDH vertical turbine pumps, one operating and one
stand-by, will circulate cooling water during normal oper-
ation from the cooling tower cold well through water-to-
water heat exchangers in the secondary diesel cooling water
system (after cooler, lube oil cooler, turbo-charger) and
steam-to-water heat exchangers in the ebullient jacket
water cooling systems and return to the cooling tower.

Steam from the ebullient system steam separator will be
condensed in the heat exchanger and returned as condensate
to the steam separator. Each diesel engine will have a
condensate pump to recirculate the condensate through the
engine jackets.

If the cooling tower should be destroyed, cooling water will
be supplied from the 2,000,000 gal emergency reservoir.
During this emergency period, the steam from each ebullient
system steam separator will be discharged to the outside
through the vent shafts.

A small quantity of the hot secondary system water (after
cooler, lube oil cooler, turbo-charger) leaving the turbo-
charger on each engine will be used as make-up to the
ebullient cooling system, while an additional controlled
amount will be wasted to the main access tunnel. The re-
mainder will be recirculated through the secondary system
with controlled flow of reservoir cooling water being added
to the recirculated hot water to provide required make-up
water to the engine cooling systems and to cool sufficiently
the recirculated water.
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7.5 Diesel Generator Foundations

The diesel generator unit foundations will be separate
reinforced concrete bases bearing on the rock floor of
the tunnel.

7.6 Diesel Engine Lubrication System

Each diesel engine will be supplied with a lubricating oil
strainer, cooler, service tank, pump and auxiliary pump.

A central lubricating oil clean-up system will include a
dirty oil tank, two centrifuges, each having two pumps,
and a clean oil tank. Lubricating oil for the stand-by
units will be kept warm by a central lube oil heater system
consisting of a heater and two circulating oil pumps and
strainers.

7.7 Instruments

A gauge board will be provided with each diesel unit. In
addition to the unit gauge boards, instruments will be
provided for integrated plant operation.

7.8 Plant Piping

Piping for the systems listed below will be provided:

Lubricating oil
Fuel oil
Jacket cooling water
Cooling water for lube oil, turbo-chargers

and after coolers
Start-up air
Ebullient steam vent

7.9 Starting-air System

The starting-air system will have two motor driven com-
pressors rated for 17 scfm at 250 psig. Each compressor
will be two stage, air-cooled, and will have an intake
filter and a 50 cu ft air receiver.
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7.10 Fuel Oil Storage and Transfer

Two 2,100 bbl steel storage tanks, providing a 30-day
supply of fuel oil and tank truck unloading facilities,
will be located adjacent to the access tunnel portal.
Two 20 gpm fuel oil transfer pumps will pump oil through
2,700 lf of 2 in. diam steel pipe line to inside fuel oil
storage tanks.

7.11 Plant Area Fuel Storage and Transfer

Two 505 bbl steel storage tanks within the tunnel area
will provide a 5-day supply of fuel oil. The tanks will
be at the end of a tunnel section with a reinforced con-
crete retaining wall separating the tanks and a rein-
forced concrete fire wall constructed from the floor to
the roof of the tunnel to isolate the tanks from the ad-
jacent tunnel facilities. Two 300 gal day tanks, transfer
pumps, and automatic controls to maintain the fuel oil
level in the tanks will be provided.

8.0 Transmission Plant

No transmission plant costs are included in the estimate since
the generating plant will be located within the facility which
will be utilizing the power.

9.0 Communication System

Telephone facilities will be provided.

10.0 Indirect Cost

10.1 General Field Expense

This includes craft supervision and service personnel,
warehousing, warehouse equipment, small tools, pickups
and automobiles, consumable supplies, and maintenance
of temporary construction facilities and utilities.

10.2 Start-up and Testing

This cost includes the necessary labor, materials, equipment
and supplies for testing, checking and adjusting all equip-
ment. The test procedures will include a cleanliness inspec-
tion of vital areas, continuity checks and pressure testing
of the system. Acceptance tests to verify the performance
of components in accordance with specifications will be
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included, as well as a precritical test of the integrated
system to the extent possible without producing steam. The
reactor protection equipment will be checked for its response
to signals from each of the instruments detecting malfunction
or maloperation. The costs incurred for manufacturers'
technical representatives assisting in start-up and testing
operations are included in the costs of the respective items
of equipment.

The cost of preparing operating manuals, test procedures
and maintenance manuals is included in the design engineering
costs.

10.3 Contractor's Field Overhead

This includes field supervision and field office personnel,
transportation to and from job site, general expenses,
purchasing and expediting, field tests and surveys and
contractor's fee.

10.4 Construction Plant

Includes temporary construction buildings, office furniture
and equipment, and temporary construction facilities, utili-
ties, and shop equipment.

10.5 Insurance, Bond, and Financing

These include public liability insurance (excluding nuclear
indemnity), the cost of performance bond, and job financing
charges.

11.0 Escalation

Escalation is based on an over-all escalation of 6% on labor and
materials. Since the bulk of the equipment and construction
materials will be purchased by the end of the second year after
the initiation of the project, this means that the average
yearly escalation is about 3% per year.

Data used in computing escalation costs was obtained from the
Engineering News-Record of September 17, 1959, Cost Indexes
for Public Utilities.

12.0 Design Engineering

The present SM-2 Program includes the preparation of detailed
design drawings and specifications for the complete power plant,
including reactor, steam turbine-generator, buildings, and
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electrical facilities. Design engineering costs included under
this item are for necessary modifications to the basic design
of the SM-2 Plant to meet the power requirements for Super Sage
site adaptation. Also included is the cost of preparing oper-
ating manuals, test procedures, and maintenance manuals.

The administration of the construction contract, purchase of
equipment, and site investigation work are not included.

13.0 Contingency

The contingency is 12% of the cost of the plant including esca-
lation and design engineering.
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C. Estimate of Pro;ect Cost

SUMMARY

5,000 KW NUCLEAR POWER PLANT

Labor *
and Field

Description Costs

1.0 Land and Land Rights
2.0 Structures and Improvements
3.0 Reactor Plant
4.0 Turbine-Generator Plant
5.0 Accessory Electrical Equipment
6.0 Miscellaneous Power Plant Equipment
7.0 Stand-by Diesel Generator Plant
8.0 Transmission Plant
9.0 Communication System

Total Direct Construction Cost

10.0 Indirect Cost

Total Construction Cost

508,000
259,000
716,000
139,000
22,000

137,000
1,000

$1,783,000

536,000

$2,319,000

Permanent
Materials and

Equipment

252,000
1,567,000

911,000
398,000
66,000

7141,000
1,000
2, 000

$3,938,000

6 31t, 000

11.0 Escalation

Total Including Escalation

12.0 Design Engineering

Total Excluding Contingency

13.0 Contingency

Total Estimated Project Cost

Total

$ - -
760,000

1,826,000
1,627,000

537,000
88,000

878,000
2,000
3,000

$5,721,000

1,170,000

$6,891,000

_4409,000

$7, 300,000

530,000

$7,830,000

870,000

$8,700,000

* Labor and field costs include direct labor, fringe benefits and payroll
taxes, temporary construction materials, and construction equipment.
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ElSTIM4ATE OF CONSTRUCTION COST

5,000 KW NUCLEAR POWER PLANT

Labor
and Field
CostsDescription

Permanent
Materials and

Equipment

1.0 Land and Land Rights

2.0 Structures and Improvements

.1 Access Roads

.2 General Yard Improvements

.2.1 Site trading

.2.2 Water Supply and Outside Water
Systems

.2.3 Cooling Tower Foundations and

.2.4

.2.5

.2.6

.2.7

.2.8

.2.9

.3

.3.1

.3.2

.3.3

.3.14

.3.5
.3.6
.3.7
.3.8

.4
.4.1
.14.2
.4.3
.14.4
.4.5
.4.6
.4.7

Basins
Pump House and Cold Well
Water Treatment Building
Sanitary Sewage System
Site Drainage
Area Fencing
Outdoor Lighting

Sub-'Tota

Turbine-Generator Area
Substructure
Superstructure
Tunnel Ventilation
Plumbing
Electrical
Cranes and Hoists
Turbine Area Tunnels
Painting

Sub-Total

Reactor Section
Substructure
Superstructure
Containment Vessel Ventilation
Containment Vessel Electrical
Containment Vessel Crane
Miscellaneous Cranes
Reactor Section Tunnel

Sub-Total

$ 115,000

106,000

6,000

18,000
9,000
5,000

1,000
3,000
2,000

0 150,000

$ 21,000
33,000
1,000
2,000

13,000
3,000

142,000
6,000

$ 121,000

$ 11,000
16,000
2,000

10,000
2,000
1,000

22,000
$ 64,000

$ 3,000

12,000

12,000
10,000
12,000

2000
9,000
19,000

$ 58,000

$ 5,000
40,000

14,000
14,000
7,000

11,000

12000
$ 72,000

$ 6,000
14,000
6,000
6,000
9,000
3,000

$ 44,000

$ 118,000

106,000

18,000

30,000
19,000
17,000

3,000
12,000

,000

$ 208,000

$ 26,000
73,000
5,000
6,000

20,000
14,000
42,000
7,-000

$ 193,000

$ 17,000
30,000
8,000

16,000
11,000
4,000

22 000
S1060,
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ESTIMATE OF CONSTRUCTION COST

5,000 KW NUCLEAR P(WER PLANT
(Cont

t
d)

Labor
and Field

Description Costs

Permanent
Materials and

Equipment

.5 Containment Structure

Total Structures and Improvements

$ 58,000

$ 508,000

$ 75,000

$ 252,000

$ 133,000

$ 760,000

3.0 Reactor Plant

.1

.1.1

.1.2
.1.3
.1.4
.1.5

.2

.2.1

.2.2

.2.3

.2.14

.2.5

.2.6

Reactor Plant Equipment
Reactor Vessel
Reactivity Control
Shielding
Cooling Systems
Moderator and Reflector

Sub-Total

Heat Transfer System
Primary Cooling System
Steam Generator
Coolant Charging and Discharging

Systems
Coolant Purification Equipment
Hydrogen Injection System
Pressurizing System

Sub-Total

.3 Fuel Handling and Storage Facilities

.4 Feed Water Supply and Treatment

.5 Radioactive Waste Treatment and
Disposal Facilities

.6 Instrumentation and Control

.7 Steam, Condensate, and Feed-water
Piping

.8 Reactor Plant Electrical

Total Reactor Plant

$ 12,000
11,000
15,000
2,000
2,000

42,9000

$ 266,000
113,000
62,000
5,000
4, 000

s 450,000

$ 11,000 $ 281,000
6,000 165,000

10,000
1,000
1,000
3,000

$ 32,000

$ 2,000
8,000

2,000
128,000

23,000
22,000

$ 259,000

54,000
4,000
4,000

60,000
$ 568,000

$ 57,000
45,000

t,000
387,000

21,000

35,000

$l, 567,000

$ 278,000
124,000
77,000
7,000
6,000

$ 292,000

$ 292,000

171,000

614,000
5,000
5,000

63,000
6 600,0-00

$ 59,000
53,000

6,000
515,000

14,000
57,000

$1,826,000
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ESTIMATE OF CONSTRUCTION COST

5,000 KW NUCLEAR POWER PLANT
(Cont'd)

Description

4.0 Turbine-Generator Plant

Turbine-Generator
Turbine-Generator Pedestal
Turbine Room Auxiliaries
Auxiliaries Foundations
Steam Condenser and Auxiliaries
Condenser and Service Water Cooling

Systems
Emergency Water Supply System
Waste Gas and Steam Exhaust System
Ins truments and Controls
Turbine Plant Piping
Turbine Plant Electrical

Total Turbine-Generator Plant

Labor
and Field

Costs

214,000
7,000
1,000
14,000

14,000

17,000
120,000
408,000
12,000

107,000

2,000

$716, 000

Permanent
Materials and

Equipment

$ 460,000
4,000
6,000
2,000

85,000

79,000
10,000
62,000
30,000

171,000
2,000

$ 911,000

Total

$ 484,000
U1,000
7,000
6,000

99,000

96,000
130,000
470,000
42,000

278,000
4,000

$1,627,000

5.0 Accessory Electrical Equipment

.1 Main Switching, Control and
Protective Equipment

.2 Auxiliary Electrical Equipment

.3 Auxiliary Switching, Control and
Protective Equipment

Total Accessory Electrical Equipment

6.0 Miscellaneous Power Plant Equipment

.1

.2

.3

.14

.5

.6

.7

Instrument Air System Equipment
Plant Air System Equipment
Intraplant Communication System
Shop Equipment
Laboratory Equipment
Fire Extinguishing System
Fire Alarm System

Total Miscellaneous Power Plant
Equipment

v 31,000 $ 170,000
44,000 58,000

64,000

$ 139,000

$ 1,000
1,000
6,000
2,000
2,000
4,000
6, 000

$22,9000

170,000

$ 398,000

$ 12,000
6,000

10,000
10,000
10,000
7,000

11,000

$ 66,000

$ 201,000
102,000

234,000

$ 537,000

$ 13,000
7,000

16,000
12,000
12,000
1,000
17,000

$ 88,000

- ta4 -
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ESTIMATE OF CONSTRUCTION COST

5,000 n NUCLEAR PO1ER PLANT
(Cont'd)

Description

7.0 Stand-by Diesel Generator Plant

Diesel Generators and Accessories
Combustion Air Intake System
Exhaust Gas Disposal System
Cooling System
Diesel Generator Foundations
Diesel Engine Lubrication System
Instruments
Plant Piping
Starting-Air System
Fuel Oil Storage and Transfer
Plant Area Fuel Storage and Transfer

Total Stand-by Diesel Generator Plant

Labor
and Field

Cost

$ 3L,000
15,000
12,000
2,000

15,000
1,000
2,000

40,000
1,000
5,000

10,000

$ 137,000

Permanent
Material and

Equipment

$ 577,000
28,000
19,000
19,000
5,000
6,000
5,000

52,000
3,000

18,000
9,000

$ 7a1,000

Total

$ 611,000
143,000
31,000
21,000
20,000
7,000
7,000

92,000
14,000

23,000
19,000

$ 878,000

8.0 Transmission Plant

9.0 Communication System

Total Direct Construction Cost

10.0 Indirect Cost

.1
.2
.3
.4
.5

General Field Expense
Start-up and Testing
Contractor's Field Overhead
Construction Plant
Insurance, Bond, and Financing

Total Indirect Cost

TOTAL CONSTRUCTION COST

$ 1,000 $ 1,000 $ 2,000

$1,783,000

4 242,000
32,000

232,000
30,000

$ 536,000

$2,319,000

2,000

$3,938,000

$ 126,000
86,000

205,000
47,000

170,000

$ 634,000

$5,721,000

$ 368,000
118,000
437,000
77,000

170,000

$1,170,000

$4,572,000 $6,891,000
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D. Project Schedule

The project schedule on page )47 for the 5,000 kw nuclear power
plant has been prepared to provide a basis for the estimate of
cost. The schedule indicates a 25-month engineering and con-
struction effort.

The project schedule is based on the following conditions:

1. Completion of the Super Sage facility tunnel system prior
to initiating construction of the power plant.

2. Completion of excavation for the two vent shafts on a
3-shift per day basis before power plant construction
begins.

3. Quoted manufacturing time requirements of 8 months for the
reactor, its components and auxiliaries, and 11 months for
the turbine-generator with procurement of this equipment
initiated at the end of the engineering phase of the project.

h. Shipment of the SM-2 reactor to the job site prefabricated
and preassembled in approximately four major units. The
project schedule allows a reasonable period for a certain
amount of disassembly in the field to check component align-
ment before final assembly and installation.

5. Availability at the time engineering begins of design draw-
ings for a complete SM-2 power plant for another site. The
engineering phase of the project schedule is predicated on
site adaptation only and the necessary modifications to the
available design to conform to criteria for the Super Sage
site. Ready availability of site data and a minimum of
redesign necessary for site adaptation would probably reduce
the indicated 8-month schedule for engineering and site
adaptation.

Approximately 5 months would be added to the project schedule if
procurement of major equipment were made a part of the construction
project.
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E. Estimate of Unit Power Costs

The plant operating factor on which the calculation of electric
power produced is based has been assumed to be 100% of the firm
power requirement of 3,200 kw.

Annual Fixed Charges

Annual fixed charges are based on a 20-year plant life equivalent
to 5% of the total project cost. No interest on the investment
has been included (Ref. 10).

5% x $8,700,000 = $435,000

Operating and Maintenance Cost

Operating and maintenance labor cost based on an estimated comple-
ment of 19 military personnel is shown in Table 3, page 49. Annual
labor cost is based on an average rate of $6,500 per year for
military personnel (Ref. 11). Labor escalation at 2% per year
has been included in the estimate for a 20-year period beginning
in 1963. The estimated maintenance complement of three personnel
is considered adequate for routine plant maintenance requirements.
It is anticipated that occasional major overhaul and repair re-
quirements may be met by existing maintenance personnel and
facilities of the nearby military installation, supplemented by
manufacturers' specialists as required. Cost of major equipment
overhaul is included in the estimate of annual cost of maintenance
materials and supplies.

Maintenance materials and operating supplies for the nuclear power
plant have been estimated at an annual cost of $59,000, equivalent
to 0.8% of the total project cost. This estimate is consistent
with estimates prepared by the reactor designer, Alco Products, Inc.,
and operating data of the 51-1 reactor at Fort Belvoir, Virginia.
Maintenance materials and operating supplies for the stand-by diesel
power plant have been estimated at an annual cost of 3.0 mills per
annual kilowatt hour generated.
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TABLE 3

AVERAGE OPERATING AND MAINTENANCE COST

No. of
Personnel

Supervision

Plant Superintendent
Nuclear and Radiation Safety Engineer

Operation

Shift Supervisor
Reactor Operator
Turbine and Auxiliary Operator
Relief Operator
Laboratory and Health-Physics Technician

Maintenance

Master Mechanic
Instrument Man
Electrician

Sub-Total

Escalation

Total Operating and Maintenance Labor

Maintenance Materials and Operating Supplies

Annual
Rate Cost

1

1

h

1

1
1
1

19 $6,500

Nuclear Stand-by Diesel Plant
Escalation

Total Maintenance Materials and Operating
Supplies

TOTAL AVERAGE OPERATING AND MAINTENANCE COST

$12h, 000

36,000

$160,000

$ 59,000

4,000

12,000

$ 75,000

$235,000
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Fuel Costs

Table 14, page 51, summarizes the fuel costs based on equilibrium
conditions. These costs are fuel preparation and fabrication,
fuel burnup and spent fuel processing, all based on information
derived from the reactor designer, Alco Products, Inc., and U. S.
Atomic Energy Commission published cost data. Fuel use charge
and interest on fabrication cost are not included (Ref. 10).
Escalation is not included for the nuclear fuel costs since it
is anticipated that improvements in technology will more than
offset increases in raw material or labor costs.

The fixed fuel elements consist of eighteen stainless steel clad
fuel plates held at 0.175 in. spacing by about 0.025 in. stainless
steel side plates. The fuel plate is 0.030 in. thick and the
cladding is 0.005 in. The element size is 2.85 in. by 2.85 in.
by 25 in. long with a 21.75 in. nominal active core length.
The "control-rod-follower" elements contain 16 fuel plates and
are contained in a stainless steel box with 0.060 in. walls.
Each fuel plate contains about 0.08 grams of boron-l0 as a burn-
able poison in the form of "natural" ZrB2 .

During each refueling period, the entire core of thirty eight
fixed and seven "control-rod-follower" elements will be discharged
to the spent fuel storage pit and replaced with new elements.
The complete refueling operation, including the time for reactor
shutdown, removal of the reactor vessel head, removal of the spent
elements, installation of the new elements, replacement of the
reactor vessel head and start-up of the reactor is estimated to
require three to four days, operating on an around-the-clock basis.
Based on operating 95% of the time at the firm power requirement
of 3,200 kw (net), and the design core lifetime of 27 megawatt
years, the reactor will require refueling approximately once every
25 months. It is assumed that the stand-by diesel generating
facilities.will furnish the requirement for firm power during the
estimated 5% of the time during which the reactor is shut down.
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TABLE 4

SUMMARY OF NUCLEAR FUEL COSTS

General Data

Gross capability, kw 6,000
Net capability, kw 5,400
Firm power requirement, kw 3,200
Reactor plant operating factor (based on firm

power requirement) 0.95*
Reactor thermal output at 3,200 kw (net), mwt 14.2
Initial core loading, kg U-235 36.2
Final core loading, kg U-235 22.2
Percent burnup 38.8
Annual throughput at 0.95 plant operating

factor, kg U-235 18.1
Estimated life of core, mwt-years 27
Estimated life of control rod poison

sections, mwt-years 27
Cost of fabrication of first core $300,000

(Including cost of UF6 to U02 conversion
losses and control rod replacement cost)

* Nuclear reactor down-time is assumed at 5% for refueling and
unscheduled shutdowns.

Qost Analysis

Cost Per
Description InitialkgU-235 Cost Per Year

FuelPreparation and
Fabrication (L

Fabrication and Assembly $8, 260 $150,000
(Ircludes UF6 to U0 2 and
losses)

Fuel Burnup

U.235 Burnup (2) $6,590 $119 000
($17,000/Kg x 0.388)$9
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TABLE 4 (Cont'd)

Cost Per
Initial kgU-235 Cost Per Year

Spent Fuel Processing

Transportation of Fuel (3)
Processing to Nitrate (14)
Conversion of UNH to UF6
Material Losses (6)

Sub-Total

TOTAL FUEL COST

$ 220
6,210

20
130

$21,430

$ 4,000
112,000

1,000
2,000

$ 119,000

$ 388,000

(1) Based on cost data from Ref. 7.

(2) Based on U. S. AEC enriched UF6 price schedule (Ref. 12).

(3) Assumes shipment by commercial carrier including insurance to and
from site. Cost of shipping cask is included in the plant capital
costs under the Fuel Handling and Storage Facilities (Account 3.3).

(4) Based on U. S. AEC estimate of $225,000 to reprocess an SM-2 core
at the Idaho chemical processing plant (Ref. 13).

(5) See Ref. 14.

(6) Assumes 1% and 0.3% losses of uranium in processing to nitrate
and conversion of nitrate to UF6.
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Stand-by Fuel Oil Cost

During periods of reactor shutdown, assumed to be 5% of the time,
the h diesel engine generator stand-by units will be required to
furnish the requirement for firm power. Diesel fuel cost esti-
mated at $17,000 per year has been included in the estimates of
annual and unit cost of power, based upon the following criteria:

Cost of Fuel Oil
Stand-by Plant Power Requirement
Fuel Consumption

$0 .156/gal
3,200 kw
0.55 lb/kwhr

(API 310 Gravity
@ 7.251 lb/gal)

Unit Power Cost

The unit power cost is based on the production
per year.

Average
Annual

Cost

of 28,000,000 kwhr

Mills
per kwhr

Fixed Charges

Operating and Maintenance

Nuclear Fuel

Stand-by Fuel

Total

$ 135,000

235,000

388,000

17,000

$1,075,000

8.4

13.9

0.6

38.4i
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F. Concept Drawings

The following drawings present the conceptual design of the pro-
posed Super Sage nuclear power plant.

Dwg. No. Title

702-C Plot Plan
702-G General Arrangement - Plans
703-G General Arrangement - Elevations
701-M Reactor Vessel
702-M Reactor Cross Section
701-P Heat Balance
702-P Reactor Plant P&ID
703-P Generating Plant P&ID
702-E One Line Diagram
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SECTION V

PROPOSED CONVENTIONAL PCWER PLANT

A. General Description

The proposed conventional power plant will consist of six heavy
duty diesel engine generator units, each rated at 800 kw, 3-phase,
60 cycle, 2,L00/,160 volt. The diesel engines will be turbo-
charged, class A, air-started, each provided with an ebullient
jacket cooling system utilizing air-cooled condensers.

The power plant will be located within a section of tunnel approx-
imately 11 ft long, 45 ft wide and 50 ft high. There will be two
floor levels in the power plant area. The first floor level 6 ft
above the tunnel floor will provide space for the diesel generators,
and the shop area. The second floor, 20-1/2 ft above the first
floor, will provide space for the switchgear, motor control centers
air-starting system, lube oil and fuel oil day tanks, office, bat-
tery and storage rooms. A storage tank area within the tunnel net-
work will provide space for two fuel oil storage tanks sized to
furnish a 5-day supply of fuel. A water reservoir within the
hardened site will provide a 5-day emergency supply of diesel
engine cooling water.

Combustion air will be conveyed by a duct system from the main
access tunnel to the plant area. Engine exhaust will be dis-
charged through two sloping shafts extending from the tunnel
roof to the surface. The exhaust shaft exits will be located
approximately 1,500 ft apart.

Steam, water, and condensate pipelines for the diesel engine cooling
systems will be routed through the access tunnel to the air-
cooled condensers and coolers located adjacent to the north portal
of the access tunnel.

The fuel oil pumping station and storage tanks will be located
adjacent to railroad facilities at an assumed distance of 5 miles
from the power plant.

Fuel oil will be pumped from the storage tanks to the storage
tanks within the hardened site.

Existing Super Sage water supply, sewage system and toilet
facilities will be utilized for plant requirements.
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Fire protection in the plant area will be provided by a sprinkler
system installed in accordance with N.B.F.U. requirements.

Access roads for maintenance and inspection, will be provided to
the two exhaust shaft exits and to the condenser area. The
exhaust shaft exits and condenser areas will be provided with
security fencing.
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B. Basis for Project Cost Estimate

1.0 Land and Land Rights

No land or property acquisition has been included in the cost
estimate.

2.0 Structures and Improvements

2.1 Access Roads

Access to the cooling condenser area will be provided by a
10 ft wide asphaltic concrete surfaced access road approxi-
mately 1,000 ft in length. Approximately 9,600 ft of
unsurfaced access road will be provided to the exhaust
shaft exits.

2.2 General Yard Improvements

2.2.1 Site Grading

The cooling condenser area will require approximately

1,500 Cu yd of common excavation.

The oil storage area dikes will require approximately

6,000 cu yd of compacted fill.

2.2.2 Water Supply

It is assumed for the purpose of this study that the
plant water requirements will be supplied by the
Super Sage distribution system.

2.2.3 Sanitary Sewer System

The proposed Super Sage facilities will be utilized
for this system. Allowance for connection to this
system is included.

2.2.4 Area Fencing

A 6 ft high security fence will be provided around
the exhaust shaft exits and the condenser area.
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2.2.5 Outdoor Lighting

General area lighting will be provided at the con-
denser and the fuel oil pump station.

2.3 Diesel Generator Area

2.3.1 Substructure

Reinforced concrete piers anchored to the tunnel rock
floor will support the framing columns.

2.3.2 Superstructure

The power plant will be enclosed by ribbed metal sid-
ing and roofing supported by structural steel framing.
Roof beams will support the overhead ducts and piping.
Reinforced concrete floor slabs will be placed on
steel floor beams.

2.3.3 Tunnel Ventilation

For the purpose of this report it is assumed that the
Super Sage tunnel ventilation and air conditioning
system will be adequate to provide ventilation for
the power plant area.

2.3.L Plumbing

It is assumed that toilet and locker facilities will
be available in the adjacent tunnel areas. There-
fore, minimum plumbing will be required in the power
plant area.

2.3.5 Electrical

Electrical facilities will consist of power plant
area lighting, structure grounding, controls and
power for the area services. Structures supporting
cable trays and the electrical equipment associated
with the generators main and neutral circuits will
be provided.

2.3.6 Cranes and Hoist

A 5-ton bridge crane with a 40 ft span will be pro-
vided for diesel engine servicing. A light duty
one-ton hoist will be provided for miscellaneous
service.
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2.-3.7 Power Plant Tunnel

The estimate does not include cost of providing the
basic tunnel area required for the diesel generator
plant.

2.3.8 Painting

All unprotected ferrous metal surfaces will be
painted.

3.0 Fuel Oil Handling and Storage

3.1 Fuel Oil Pump Station

A fuel oil pump station will be provided at the railhead.
The pump station will include two 2,100 bbl steel storage
tanks, tank car unloading equipment and two 20 gpm at
1,810 ft TDH transfer pumps.

3.2 Fuel Oil Transfer Pipeline

The pipeline to deliver fuel oil from the railhead pump
station to the power plant storage tanks will be a 3 in.
welded steel pipe approximately 3 miles long. It will be
above ground and provided with expansion loops, anchors
and supports as required.

3.3 Plant Area Storage and Transfer Facilities

Facilities within the tunnel area will provide a 5-day
operating supply of light grade diesel fuel oil. The equip-
ment required to provide the supply will include two 505 bbl
steel storage tanks, two 300 gal day tanks, transfer pumps
and automatic controls to maintain the fuel oil level in
the tanks. The two storage tanks will be at the end of a
tunnel section with a reinforced concrete retaining wall
separating the tanks and a reinforced concrete fire wall
from the floor to the roof of the tunnel to isolate the
tanks from the adjacent tunnel facilities.

4.0 Diesel Generator Plant

4.1 Diesel Generators and Accessories

Each of the six heavy duty diesel engine driven generators
will be rated at 800 kw at 8,000 ft elevation. Each diesel
engine will be a turbo-charged, single acting, two or four-
cycle unit, full pressure lubricated, solid injection, with
forced lubrication to the cylinders.
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Accessories for each unit will include:

Turbo-charger
Air intake manifold
Lubricating oil strainer, pump, cooler and service

tank
Fuel oil strainer, filter and booster pump
Gauge board
Manual control valves
Water cooled exhaust manifold

The generators will be direct-connected, 1,000 kva, 4 wire,
0.8 power factor, 3-phase, 60 cycle, 4,160/2,400 v, with
125 v d-c V-belt driven exciters. The quality of the gen-
erated power will be consistent with the system requirements.

4.2 Combustion Air Intake System

Combustion air will be conveyed by ducts from the main access
tunnel to a plenum adjacent to the power plant. The air
intake ducts will be equipped with poppet valves, normally
open, but arranged to close instantly by remote triggering
devices when actuated by the pressure resulting from a nuclear
explosion. The valves will reopen immediately following the
positive phase of the blast pressure. Air filtered at the
plenum will be delivered through a duct to an intake mani-
fold. During the short period the poppet valves are closed,
a damper located at the plenum and actuated by excess

vacuum, will open to allow combustion air to be drawn from
within the tunnel.

4.3 Exhaust Gas Disposal System

Engine exhaust gases will be conveyed to an overhead mani-
fold which in turn will discharge into two lined shafts
terminating at the surface of the mountain. Each shaft,
approximately 1,100 ft long and constructed on a slope of
approximately 40 from vertical will be sized for full ex-
haust flow. The shaft exits will be located approximately
1,500 ft apart on opposite sides of a ridge and will be
protected against blasts by reinforced concrete barriers
and pressure protection devices.

4.4 Cooling System

Each diesel engine will have an ebullient jacket cooling
system with a combined steam separator and make-up water
tank. Steam from the six units will be collected in a
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collection header and piped to the air-cooled condensers
near the north portal of the access tunnel. The condensate
will return by gravity to a condensate tank in the plant
area. Each engine will have a condensate pump, actuated
by a level controller on tne steam separator tank, which
will draw make-up water from the condensate tank.

A closed cooling system will be provided to supply cooling
water to the lube oil cooler, turbo-charger, and the after-
cooler of each diesel generator unit. The system will
include a separate cooling coil in each air-cooled condenser
unit, an operating and a stand-by recirculating pump and an
expansion tank with level controlled make-up.

In the event the air-cooled condenser system should be
destroyed, a 5-day emergency cooling water supply will be
provided within the power plant site by a 700,000 gal
reservoir. The reservoir capacity is based on an average
generated power of 4,000 kw (net) for a period of 5 days.
Construction of the reservoir will require 4,500 cu yd of
rock tunnel excavation.

Two 100 gpm at 500 ft TDH vertical turbine pumps, one oper-
ating and one stand-by, will supply water to the diesel
engine plant cooling systems. Steam from engine ebullient
system steam separator will be discharged to the outside
through the exhaust shafts. A small quantity of the hot
secondary system water (after cooler, lube oil cooler, and
turbo-charger) leaving the turbo charger for each engine
will be used as make-up to the ebullient cooling system
while an additional controlled amount will be wasted to the
tunnel drainage system. The remainder will be recirculated
through the secondary system. A controlled flow of reser-
voir water will be added to the recirculated water for
cooling and for make-up to the engine cooling systems.

4.5 Diesel Generator Foundations

The diesel generator unit foundations will consist of indi-
vidual reinforced concrete bases extending from the rock
floor of the tunnel to the first floor level.

L.6 Diesel Engine Lubrication System

Each diesel engine is supplied with a lubricating oil
strainer, cooler, service tank, pump and auxiliary pump.

A central lubricating oil clean-up and neutralizing system
will include a dirty oil tank, two centrifuges having two
pumps and a clean oil tank. Lubricating oil for the stand-by
units will be kept warm by a central lube oil heater system
consisting of a heater and two circulating pumps and strainers.
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14.7 Instruments

A gauge board will be provided with each diesel engine. In
addition to the unit gauge boards, instruments will be pro-
vided for integrated plant operation.

4.8 Plant Piping

Piping for the systems listed below will be provided.

Lubricating oil
Fuel oil
Jacket cooling water
Cooling water for lube oil, turbo-chargers and

after coolers
Domestic water
Start-up air
Utility air
Water treatment
Sprinkler system

4.9 Starting-air System

The starting-air system will have two motor driven compres-
sors, one a-c and one d-c, each rated for 17 scfm at 250
psig. Each compressor will be two stage, air cooled, and
will have an intake filter and a 50 cu ft air receiver.

4.10 Auxiliaries Foundations

Auxiliary equipment foundations will be reinforced concrete
pads anchored to the floor slabs.

5.0 Accessory Electrical Equipment

5.1 Main Switching, Control and Protective Equipment

This equipment will include the 5 kv, 150 mva interrupting
capacity, indoor, metal clad switchgear for the 4.16 kv
service; air circuit breakers; two buses with tie circuit
breakers; control, relaying and metering for the generators,
exciters, auxiliary transformers and outgoing feeders. A
common screened safety enclosure will house the individual
grounding resistors provided for each generator.

5.2 Auxiliary Electrical Equipment

This equipment will include a 100 kw, 0.8 power factor,
3-phase, 60 cycle, 480 v, 1,800 rpm diesel engine driven
auxiliary start-up generator and the cable and auxiliary
equipment associated with the power generating facilities.
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5.3 Auxiliary Switching, Control and Protective Equipment

This equipment will include two 225 kva, 180 v, indoor, metal
clad unit substations with air circuit breakers and trans-
formers; three 440 v, 3-phase, 60 cycle motor control centers;
one 125 v d-c motor control center; and station battery and
battery chargers.

6.0 Miscellaneous Power Plant Equipment

6.1 Fire Extinguishing System

The entire power plant area will be protected by an auto-
matic sprinkler system. The system includes thermal detec-
tion devices, sprinkler heads, alarms, and other appurtenant
equipment. It is assumed that an existing supply of water
will be available to supply fire protection to the fuel oil
storage tanks at the railhead. Two hydrants, hose and fog
nozzles will be provided for that area.

6.2 Fire Alarm System

A fire alarm system, consisting of strategically located
fire call stations and associated wiring, will be provided.
Fire call stations, upon actuation, will transmit a coded
signal to the Super Sage public address system.

6.3 Plant Air System

Utility air will be provided by a 140 scfm, 100 psig com-
pressor, complete with intake filter, inter and after coolers,
and an air receiver.

6.4 Shop Equipment

The shop equipment will include a bench grinder, drill press,
welding machine, and miscellaneous hand tools.

6.5 Office Furniture and Equipment

Furniture and equipment will be provided for the office.

7.0 Transmission Plant

No transmission plant costs are included in the estimate since
the generating plant will be located within the facilit1r utiliz-
ing the power.
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8.0 Communication System

Telephone facilities will be provided within the plant area.

9.0 Indirect Cost

9.1 General Field Ecpense

This includes craft supervision and service personnel,
warehousing, warehouse equipment, small tools, pickups and
automobiles, consumable supplies, and maintenance of
temporary construction facilities and utilities.

9.2 Start-up and Testing

This includes the necessary labor, materials, equipment
and supplies for running-in, testing, checking and adjusting
all equipment.

9.3 Contractor's Field Overhead

This includes field supervision and field office personnel,
transportation to and from the job site, general expenses,
field tests and surveys, purchasing, expediting and contrac-
tor's fee.

9.4 Construction Plant

Includes temporary construction buildings, office furniture
and equipment, and temporary construction facilities, util-
ities, and shop equipment.

9.5 Insurance, Bond, and Financing

These include public liability insurance, cost of performance

bond, and job financing charges.

10.0 Escalation

Escalation is based on an over-all escalation of 6% on labor
and materials. Since the bulk of the equipment and construc-
tion materials will be purchased by the end of the second
year after the initiation of the project, this means that
the average yearly escalation is about 3% per year.

Data used in computing escalation costs was obtained from
the Engineering News-Record, September 17, 1959, Cost Indexes
for Public Utilities.
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11.0 Design Engineering

The design engineering costs include the architect-engineer-
ing services required for completion of the construction
drawings and specifications, and the operating manuals, test
procedures, and maintenance manuals. The administration of
the construction contract, purchase of equipment and site
investigation work are not included.

12.0 Contingency

The contingency is based on 8% of the total cost including
escalation and design engineering.
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C. Estimate of Project Cost

SUMMARY

5,000 KWjCONVENTIONAL POWER PLANT

Labor*
and Field

Description Costs

Land and Land Rights
Structures and Improvements
Fuel Oil Handling and Storage
Diesel Generator Plant
Accessory Electrical Equipment
Miscellaneous Power Plant Equipment
Transmission Plant
Communication System

Total Direct Construction Cost

9.0 Indirect Cost

Total Construction Cost

209,000
42,000

621,000
135,000
12,000
1,000
2,000

$1,022,000

335,000

$1,357,000

Permanent
Materials and

Equipment

$ - -

67,000
62,000

1,009,000
290,000
23,000
1,000
2,000

$1,454,000

324,000

$1,77&,000

10.0 Escalation

Total Including Escalation

11.0 Design Engineering

Total Excluding Contingency

12.0 Contingency

Total Estimated Project Cost

Total

276,000
104, 000

1,630,000
425,000
35,000
2,000
4,000

$2,476,000
659,000

$3,135,000

185,000

$3,320,000

170,000

$3,490,000

310,000

$3,800,000

*Labor and Field Costs include direct labor, fringe benefits and payroll
taxes, temporary construction materials, and construction equipment.
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ESTIMATE OF CONSTRUCTION COST

5,000 KW CONVENTIONAL PalER PLANT

Labor
and Field

CostsDescription

Permanent
Materials and

Equipment Total

1.0 Land and Land Rights

2.0 Structures and Improvements

.1 Access Roads $ 116,000 $ 3,000 $ 119,000

General Yard Improvements
Site Grading and Excavation
Water Supply
Sanitary Sewer System
Area Fencing
Outdoor Lighting

Sub-Total

Diesel Generator Area
Substructure
Superstructure
Tunnel Ventilation
Plumbing
Electrical
Cranes and Hoists
Power Plant Tunnel
Painting

Sub-Total

$ 15,000
1,000

1,000
8,000

$ 25,000

35,000
39,000

17,000

2,000
5 00

5,000

$ 68 ,000

$

$

- - $ 15,000
2,000 3,000

3,000 )L,000
4,,000 12,000
9,000 $ 34,000

3,000
38,000

9,0.0
9,000
14,000

1,9000

$"75,000

$ 8,000
77,000

26,000
6,000

6,000
S123, 000

Total Structures and Improvements

3.0 Fuel Oil Handling and Storage

$ 209,000 $ 67,000 $ 276,000

Fuel Oil Pump Station
Fuel Oil Transfer Pipeline
Plant Area Storage and Transfer
Facilities

Total Fuel Oil Handling and Storage

$ 11,000
21,000

10,000

$ 42,000

$ 25,000
30,000

7,000

$

$ 36,000
51,000

17,000

62,000 $ 101,000
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ESTIMATE OF CONSTRUCTION COST

5,000 KW CONVENTIONAL POWER PLANT
(Cont'd)

Labor
and Field

CostsDescription

Permanent
Materials and

Equipment Total

4.0 Diesel Generator Plant

Diesel Generators and Accessories
Combustion Air Intake System
Exhaust Gas Disposal System
Cooling System
Diesel Generator Foundations
Diesel Engine Lubrication System
Instruments
Plant Piping
Starting-Air System
Auxiliaries Foundations

Total Diesel Generator Plant

$ 56,000 $ 792,000
17,000 31,000
408,000 62,000
61,000 30,000
30,000 12,000
1,000 8,000
3,000 8,000

42,000 63,000
1,000 2,000
2,000 1,000

$ 621,000 $1,009,000

$ 8)48,000
48,000

470,000
91,000
42,000
9,000

11,000
105,000

3,000
$ 3,000

$1, 630, 000

5.0 Accessory Electrical Equipment

.1 Main Switching, Control and
Protective Equipment

.2 Auxiliary Electrical Equipment

.3 Auxiliary Switching, Control and
Protective Equipment

Total Accessory Electrical Equipment

6.0 Miscellaneous Power Plant Equipment

Fire Extinguishing System
Fire Alarm System
Plant Air System
Shop Equipment
Office Furniture and Equipment

Total Miscellaneous Power Plant
Equipment

$ 18,000
29,000

$ 135,000

$ 3,000
6,000
1,000
1,000
1,000

S12,9000

$ 153,000
43,000

9L,000

$ 290,000

$ 6,000
6,000
6,000
3,000
2,000

$ 23,000

$ 171,000
72,000

182,000

$ 425,000

$ 9,000
12,000
7,000
4,000
3,000

$ 35,9000
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ESTIMATE OF CONSTRUCTION COST

5,000 KW CONVENTIONAL POWER PLANT
(Cont'd)

Description

7.0 Transmission Plant

8.0 Communication System

Total Direct Construction Cost

9.0 Indirect Cost

General Field Expense
Start-up and Testing
Contractor's Field Overhead
Construction Plant
Insurance, Bond, and Financing

Total Indirect Cost

TOTAL CONSTRUCTION COST

Labor
and Field

Costs

Permanent
Materials and

Equipment Total

$ 1,000 $ 1,000 $ 2,000

2,000

$1, 022,000

$ 150,000
20,000

1L0, 000
25,000

$ 335,000

$1,357,000

2,000

$1,454,000

$ 50,000
4,000

150,000
10,000
80,000

$ 324,000

$1,778,000

4,000
$2, 476,000

$ 200,000
24,000

290,000
65,000
80,000

$ 659,000

$3,135,000
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D. Project Schedule

The project schedule on page 71 for the 5,000 kw conventional
power plant has been prepared to provide a basis for the estimate.
The schedule indicates a 23-month engineering and construction
effort.

The project schedule is predicated upon:

1. Completion of the Super Sage facility tunnel system
prior to initiating construction of the power plant.

2. Completion of excavation for the two exhaust shafts
on a 3-shift per day basis before power plant con-
struction begins.
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E. Estimate of Unit Power Costs

The plant operating factor on which the calculation of electric
power produced is based has been assumed to be 100% of the firm
power requirement of 3,200 kw.

Annual Fixed Charges

Annual fixed charges are based on a 20-year plant life equivalent
to 5% of the total project cost. No interest on the investment
has been included (Ref. 10).

0.05 x $3,800,000 = 4190,000

Operating and Maintenance Cost

Operating and maintenance labor cost based on an estimated comple-
ment of 9 military personnel is shown in Table 5, page 73.
Annual labor cost is based on an average rate of $6,500 per year
for military personnel (Ref. 11). Escalation on labor of 2% per
year has been included in the estimate for a 20-year period
beginning in 1963. It is anticipated that occasional major over-
haul and repair requirements may be met by existing maintenance
personnel and facilities at the nearby military installation,
supplemented as required, by manufacturers' specialists.

Maintenance materials and operating supplies have been estimated
at an annual cost of 1.5 mills per annual kilowatt hour generated,
based on published data of the U. S. Department of Agriculture,
Rural Electrification Administration and the State of Wisconsin
Power Commission. Annual power production has been estimated at
100% of the firm power demand of 3,200 kw.

Cost of major overhaul of each engine every 50,000 hours of opera-
tion is included in the estimate of annual cost of maintenance
materials and operating supplies. Estimated average total excala-
tion of materials and supplies over a 20-year period at 20% has
been included in the estimate.
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TABLE S

AVERAGE OPERATING AND MAINTENANCE COST

No. of
Labor Personnel

Supervision

Plant Superintendent 1

Operation

Power Plant Operators
Relief Operator 1
Pump Operator 1

Maintenance

Master Mechanic 1
Electrician 1

Sub-Total 9

Escalation

Total Operating and Maintenance Labor

Maintenance Materials and Operating Supplies

Rate

$6, Soo

Escalation

Total Maintenance Materials and Operating Supplies

TOTAL AVERAGE OPERATING AND MAINTENANCE COST

Annual
Cost

$ 59,000
17,000

$ 76,000

42,000

8,000

S 50,000

$126,000
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Annual Fuel Cost

Fuel costs have been estimated based on a current delivered cost
of 40.13 per gallon for No. 2 diesel fuel, and estimated annual
fuel consumption as follows:

Annual Fuel Consumption

Annual fuel consumption is based on a
fuel rate of 0.55 lb/kwhr of No. 2
diesel (API 310 gravity at 7.251 lb/gal)
fuel and an average annual power pro-
duction of 28,000,000 kwhr (operation
at 100% of firm power demand of
3,200 kw).

Fuel Oil Cost

Total average escalation of 20% has
been assumed for a 20-year period
starting in 1963.

Fuel Oil, delivered

Escalation
Total Estimated Average Cost for
20-year Period

2,120,000 gal/yr

$0.130/gal

.026/gal

j) .156/gal

Annual Fuel Cost

2,120,000 gallons x $0.156/gal = $331,000

Unit Power Cost

The unit power cost is based on the production of 28,000,000
kwhr per year.

Fixed Charges
Operating and Maintenance Cost
Fuel Cost

Total

Average
Annual

Cost

$190,000
126,000
331,000

Mills
per kwhr

6.8
4.5

11.8

$647,000 23.1
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F. Concept Drawings

The following drawings present the conceptual design of the Super
Sage conventional power plant.

Dwg. No. Title

701-C Plot Plant
701-G General Arrangement
701-E One Line Diagram
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SECTION VI
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B. Glossary

abs
a-c
API
APPR
bbl
bhp
bwr
cc
cu ft
cfm
cu yd
d-c
oc
OF

ft
gal
g
gph
gpm
Hg
hp
in.
kg
kv
kva
kw
kwe
kwhr
lb
lb/hr
if
mph
mva
mw
mwe
mwt
N.B.F.U.
OD
pH
P&ID

psi
psia
psig
pwr
rms
rpm
scfm

- absolute
- alternating current
- American Petroleum Institute
- Army Package Power Reactor
- barrel (s) - h2 U.S. gallons
- brake horsepower
- boiling water reactor
- cubic centimeter
- cubic foot (feet)
- cubic feet per minute
- cubic yard (s)
- direct current
- degrees Centigrade
- degrees Fahrenheit
- foot (feet)
- gallon (s)
- gram
- gallons per hour
- gallons per minute
- mercury
- horsepower
- inch (es)
- kilogram
- kilovolt
- kilovolt amperes
- kilowatt (s)
- electrical kilowatt (s)
- kilowatt hour (s)
- pound (s)
- pounds per hour
- lineal feet
- miles per hour
- million volt ampere
- megawatt
- electrical megawatt
- thermal megawatt
National Board of Fire Underwriters

- outside diameter
- acid-base scale
- piping and instrument diagram
- pounds per square inch
- pounds per square inch absolute
- pounds per square inch gauge
- pressurized water reactor
- root mean square
- revolutions per minute
- standard cubic feet per minute
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sq ft - square foot (feet)
sq yd - square yard (s)
TDH - total dynamic head

UF6 - uranium fluoride
U02 - uranium oxide
v - volt (s)
ZrB2 - zirconium diboride
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